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Fools By Neil Simon Hodge Analysis 
I. Given Circumstances 

A. Environmental facts 
1. Geographical location, including climate: 

Kulyenchikov 
A remote ukrainian village 
A quiet pleasant village 
Not to large 
The perfect place for a new school teacher to begin his career 
It’s a beautiful sunny day 

2. Date: Year, Season, Time of Day 
About 1890 
It’s 9:00 AM in Kulyenchikov in the beginning 
Story takes place over two days 

3. Economic Environment 
Small village, working class 

4. Political Environment 
Tyrannical power given to Youskevitch family 

5. Social Environment 
The people of Kulyenchikov are unteachable 
They are all stupid 
There isn’t a town or village more stupid 
They are all good people though 
Everyone knows everyone 

6. Religious Environment 
The people still believe in God, even though they are ignorant 

B. Previous Action 
Leon as a young boy he was inquisitive, probing, wondering about 

existence and purpose 
Spent mornings for two years in small children’s school in Moscow 

teaching tiny tots rudimentary spelling and numbers 
Saw an advertisement that Dr. Zubritsky placed in the college journal - 

every word was misspelled 
There have been teachers come in the past, they came by the thousands, 

and were very good teachers 
None of the past teachers lasted through the first night 



The people are cursed to be stupid since the day they were born 
Curse was put on the village 200 years ago 
It’s documented in The Book of Curses 
Lenya put dust on the book yesterday 
They marked the book with maple syrup 
On the Morning of April 11, in the year 1691, in the village of 

Kulyenchikov, two young people fell hopelessly in love 
The boy was young and handsome but illiterate 
The girl was the daughter of the most learned man in town 
The girl is Zubritsky’s ancestor 
The match was doomed from the start 
Sophia’s father forbade her to ever see the boy again 
Sophia married a student 6 months later 
Boy killed himself in response 
Boy’s father Vladmir Yourkevitch used his magical powers to bring down 

his wrath upon Kulyenchikov 
People tremble at the mention of Vladmir Yourkevitch 
Cursed until his vengeance is satisfied 
People are unable to leave Kulyenchikov 
The train doesn’t stop at the village 
If a Zubritsky marries a Youskevitch the curse will be broken 
The curse also makes them not have any love 
If a stranger marries a Kulyenchikovite before he becomes like them, then 

he is free to take his spouse away with him =- this was added to the curse two 
years ago 

Kulyenchikov’s lack of intelligence is self inflicted, caused by fear and 
guilt and the relinquishing of your own self-esteem to a tyrannical power 
 

C. Polar Attitudes of the Principle Characters, how would they answer the following: 
1. How do I feel about my world? 

a. Leon 
This is his first professional gig as a fulltime schoolmaster 
He had never even heard of Kulyenchikov 
His heart is pounding with excitement 
Kulyenchikov will be his new home, where he will live and 
teach 

b. Sophia 
Just recently learned to sit 
Doesn’t know the difference between a cow and a duck 



She takes singing lessons from a canary 
She’s a most delicate and sensitive girl 
Not like the others in the village 
She has many interests 
She is always occupied - touching things, drinking water 

2. How do I feel about my relationships? 
a. Leon 

Sophia takes his breath away 
Has dormant feeling of passion that sophia inspires 
Would like to be Sophia’s friend 
Promises to make Sophia’s wish come true 
In all his life has never been more excited for a morning 
than for the morning when he will teach Sophia 
It is of the greatest concern to Leon who is courting Sophia 
Even more determined to break the curse because he has a 
rival 
Sophia makes him talk gibberish - when thoughts come 
from the heart, they sometimes trip over the tongue 
Would like to kiss Sophia 
Climbs the balcony as fast as he can 
Possibility of losing Sophia terrifies him 
He loves all of the people of Kulyenchikov 

b. Sophia 
Leon is the most beautiful schoolteacher she’s ever seen 
Wants Leon to stay with them forever 
Sophia’s never been so radiant 
Does not love Count Youskevitch, but can’t say no for 
much longer 

3. How do I feel about myself? 
a. Leon 

He is - in his opinion - an excellent teacher, best young 
teacher in all Russia 
He has a passion for teaching 
Believes knowledge is everyone’s birthright 
Doesn’t believe in curses 
 

b. Sophia 
Favorite color is yellow because it doesn't stick to  your 
fingers as much 



She would wish to fly like a bird and soar away to meet 
people in other villages and see what the world is like and 
know all the things she will never know because she is in 
Kulyenchikov 
Loves rearranging things 

4. How do I feel about my prospects? 
a. Leon 

Hired by Dr. Zubritsky to teach his young daughter 
He’s very eager to begin his new duties 
Believes that if it’s possible to have even one tiny 
insignificant thought, than its possible to expand those 
thoughts into comprehension, creativity, and finally 
intelligence 
Will break the curse by the simple, everyday, painstaking 
work of education 

b. Sophia 
If Leon and Sophia fail, they will never see each other 
again 
If Leon cannot succeed in 24 hours, Sophia will never be 
able to love him 

 
 
Other Given Circumstances I found: 
 
Leon is about 30, carrying a battered suitcase 
He’s young, looks strong and determined 
Upon learning about the curse, first instinct is to panic 
Is wearing an old suit 
Does not become cursed but pretends to be 
Fakes a story about having a long lost Youskevitch relative, when the letter was only about 
paying last years tuition 
 
We hear a ram’s horn off stage 
Something Something Snetsky is a shepard 
It’s hard to blow the ram’s horn 
 
Sophia is hopeless 
She is 19 years old 
Sophia is up in her room (upstairs and to the left) before she enters for the first time 



It’s been a long time since she’s taken a test 
Would like to begin education with languages - Rabbit 
Never catches cold 
She is beautiful - if she weren’t, Leon would have left by now 
 
Mishkin is the postman 
Slovitch is the butcher 
Slovitch's sister hasn't been feeling well and he's been hoping to hear from her 
Yenchna is a vendor 
The fishermen didn’t catch any fish 
Mishkin doesn’t have any letters from Slovitch’s sister, but he has one from the shoemaker’s 
cousin 
Slovitch doesn’t like reading bad news 
Yenchna’s daughter lives with her 
Everyone knows Snetsky well 
Snetsky’s been kicked in the head by a horse Tuesday, Wednesday, twice on Friday, and all day 
Saturday 
Yenchna’s flowers are lovely and fragrant 
Mishkin’s 51 years old 
Snetsky is 43 years old 
Slovitch is 41 
Yenchna says she’s 26 
Magistrate  is 79 
Doctor says Magistrate will live to be 80 
Mishkin has an urgent letter for Leon 
 
Zubritsky’s name is on his front door 
Doctor and Lenya don’t know what thinking is 
Think they are incapable of decisions 
Desperately want someone to help them, not necessarily for them but for their daughter 
Doctor has trouble opening jars 
Doctor thinks 12 is the answer to the purpose of man’s existence 
Doctor’s married almost 26 years 
 
Count Youskevitch isn’t going to be happy about the new schoolteacher 
Count Youskevitch doesn’t like new school teachers 
He’s afraid they’ll break the curse 
Proposes to Sophia twice a day @ 6:15 in the mornings and 7:20 @ night 
He cares only about avenging his ancestors 



Cursed like the rest of them, unable to leave 
Lives in a big house at the top of the hill 
Doesn’t like people around when he proposes 
Would give up all his wealth and power to be the hero 
Is wearing a dumb outfit 
Taught by father never to be nice to hold power 
Didn’t like his father 
Last of the Yousekevitche’s 
Is a villian 
Doesn't fool around 
Is unhappy 
Has always wanted a son 
 
The drapes are on fire 
Yenchna’s feet are bleeding 
She couldn’t find her candle 
Sophia was reading by the light of the drapes 
 
Uses a giant ring that the original couple that started the curse were going to use 200 years ago 
Youskevitch did not actually adopt Leon 
It’s law that a pledge once given must be honored 
Love broke the curse 
 
Once curse was lifted, town became like any other 
Magistrate gets convicted of taking political bribes two years later and served two years in jail 
Mishkin became a writer and wrote a book about the curse, but it got lost in the mail 
Yenchna becomes a successful real estate owner 
Slovitch was stupid without the curse 
Snetsky became a wealthy philanthropist 
Count Youskevitch became lovable and is now a monk 
Lenya became first woman mayor and eventual consul governor of the northern ukraine sector, 
her husband sees her by appointment only 
Doctor became one of the finest doctors in Russia 
Sophia is blissfully happy and wise, teaches Leon that nothing can destroy a pure heart of 
devoted love 
Leon dedicates his life to the education of the unlightened 
 
 
 



II. Dialogue 
A. Choice of words: Makes use puns and rhyming for comedy. Even though the people of 

Youskevitch are said to be unintelligent, you wouldn’t be able to tell by their vocabulary 
- for example, they still use descriptive words and a variety of them. 

B. Choice of phrases: Leon is constantly called “the new school teacher,” everyone is known 
by their profession and introduces themselves as such. There is a lot of repetition of the 
rules of the curse.  

C. Choice of images: Leon and Sophia have a balcony scene, harkening to Romeo and 
Juliet. Sophia describes her dream as flying away like a bird. The comedy in the play 
comes from the fantastical being literal so there is not that many moments of imagery, so 
when it is used I think that it emphasizes something important. 

D. Choice of peculiar characteristics: All characters talk with a false confidence and 
innocence. Leon has asides to the audience and thinks out loud a lot.The people of 
Youskevitch misunderstand words and phrases, often taking them for their literal 
meaning rather than the turn of phrase that they are. 

E. The sound of the dialogue: energetic, optimistic, innocent, fast, enthusiastic, genuine - 
this being in my opinion the most important quality to capture. 

F. Structure of lines and speeches: While there are some exceptions where characters go 
back and forth, most of the dialogue involves  longer sentences and mini paragraphs. 
However, it is written in a way that the dialogue would move quickly with characters 
speaking right after one another without a lot of silence. 

 
IV. Characters 

A. Desires 
- Leon: Sophia, to break the curse, to teach Sophia, to prove himself as a teacher  
- Sophia: Leon, to be free of the curse, to be able to love, to have knowledge, to leave 
Kulyenchikov 
- Lenya: To educate her daughter, to provide a better life for her daughter, to have the 
curse broken, to see her daughter happy, to have her daughter married and taken care of 
- Doctor: To educate his daughter, to provide a better life for his daughter, to have the 
curse broken, to see his daughter happy, to have his daughter married and taken care of 

B. Will (attributes) 
- Leon:  Hard working, passionate, positive 
- Sophia:  Fast learner, curious, hopeful 
- Lenya:  Pushy, loving, trusting 
- Doctor:  Knowledgeable, trusting, positive 

C. Moral stance (Values) 
- Leon: Knowledge, perseverance, pursuit for meaning, love 
- Sophia:  Knowledge, freedom, love 



- Lenya:  Knowledge, family, law 
- Doctor:  Knowledge, family, law 

D. Decorum 
- Leon:  Young, attractive, dressed well, polite, excited, curious 
- Sophia:  Young, pretty, soft spoken, slow, passionate, trusting 
- Lenya:  Upper middle age, matronly, dressed as housewife, loud, distracted 
- Doctor:  Upper middle age, dressed as a doctor, blunt, positive 

E. Summary list of adjectives 
- Leon:  Eager 
- Sophia:  Passionate 
- Lenya:  Loving 
- Doctor:  Optimistic 

F. Initial character mood intensity at the scene opening expressed as: 
1. Heartbeat: 

- Leon:  Very quick 
- Sophia:  Slightly raised 
- Lenya: Steady, confident 
- Doctor: Accelerated from anticipation and excitement 

2. Perspiration: 
- Leon: Mild 
- Sophia: Low 
- Lenya:  Low 
- Doctor: Mild 

3. Stomach condition: 
- Leon:  In knots 
- Sophia: A little fluttery from nerves and attraction 
- Lenya:  Calm 
- Doctor:  Tense with excitement 

4. Muscle tension: 
- Leon:  High from stress and excitement 
- Sophia:  Tense from being tested 
- Lenya:  Little, remaining relaxed and calm 
- Doctor:  A lot in shoulders from stress, rest of the body is loose and full of 
energy 

5. Breathing: 
- Leon:  His breath has been taken away by Sophia 
- Sophia:  Deep and concentrated 
- Lenya: Natural and calm 
- Doctor:  Slightly quicker and sharper than natural breathing 



 
V. Idea 

A. Meaning of the title: The show is literally about unintelligent people, “Fools” could also 
refer to the comedic character type in drama. 

B. Philosophical statements in the dialogue 
1. “Knowledge is everyone’s birthright” (19) 

“I have every reason to believe that under ordinary circumstances, you have the 
capability of being an extremely bright and intelligent young woman…” (26) 
“A wish is something you hope for that doesn’t come true” (27) 
“She asks not to be loved but to know what it means to give her love to another” (41) 
“...cowering in the darkness of my own ignorance…” (54) 
“You can’t be cursed unless you permit yourself to be” (57) 
“If a parent tells you you are a naughty child from the day you are born, you will grow up 
believing you are a worthless human being” (57) 
“My father taught me since I was a little boy, if you want to hold your power over these 
people, you must never be nice to them” (59) 
“Power is a useless weapon over the enlightened” (70) 

2. The philosophical ideas presented have a lot to do with upbringing, power, and 
enlightenment. There is also the sub-plot which has to do with hope and what it means to 
love and be loved. 

C. Idea emerging from the outcome of struggle 
Unintelligence makes you susceptible and is a result of one’s environment/upbringing - it 
is “self inflicted.” 

D. Why is my scene in the play? 
Introduces the character of Sophia and the sub-plot of her and Leon’s romance. Sophia is 
also the source of the main conflict of the play. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



VI. Moods 
A. A list of mood adjectives for each sense: 

Sight: warm autumn colors, large rounded shapes  
Smell: Cookies in the oven 
Sound: A melodica playing, joyful upbeat musical theatre music 
Feel: Fuzzy, warm, flannel, old grandma knitted blankets 
Taste: Honey, peanut butter toast, warm apple cider 

B. A mood image: 
>When Sophia enters, the sound of harps strumming and the camera zooms in on her face 
with the fuzzy filter on like in movies from the golden age of hollywood 
>Like a busy kitchen 
>Choreographed joyful chaos, like in Enchanted when she got all the animals in New 
York to help her clean the apartment 

 
VII. Tempos 
Unit 1: Quick with urgency, one moment of slowness at Sophia’s Monologue 
Unit 2: Medium-fast, building intensity 
Unit 3: Fast, with sharp pause and decline after the doctor answers the question, only to come 
right back up. 

 
 
VIII. Tone 
Honest, genuine, urgent, cozy, warm, fuzzy, autumn, quick, zippy, loveable 
I think of this scene and the show as a whole as a granny square crochet blanket - kind of ugly 
but really comfy and makes you happy for some reason. 
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Overall Feel 
Statement: I want the show to feel a little weird and off, but in a comforting and loveable way. 

 



 
 

 



  

 
 
  



 
Costumes 
Statement: I want historical dress for Ukrainian peasant’s of 1890, with bright colors and lots of 
prints. Mixing prints would be ideal, and I would like for there to be a stark difference in the 
brightness and amount of pattern between Leon and the people of Kulyenchikov. Sophia should 
be beautiful while still fitting with the world of Kulyenchikov. Doctor should be made to look a 
little awkward looking, and Lenya should look motherly in the best way possible. Count Gregor 
should be in somewhat darker colors and his outfit should be more extravagant and look 
somewhat ridiculous, but not too much where we no longer see him as real and sympathetic. 

 



 

 



 



 
Scenery 
Statement: My main goal for the feel of the world in terms of scenery is to feel an eclectic 
coziness. I would like to use warm, darker wood and make use of scenery in different scenes to 
minimize shift times. The Zubritsky’s home should be cluttered in a homey way, and nothing 
should match. I imagine a bunch of small rugs covering the entire floor, and mismatched china 
or pottery being displayed. The furniture should all read old or antique, but it should not all come 
from the same time period or location to add to the eclectic feel. 

 



 

 



 
 
 

 



 



 
  



Lighting 
Statement: I want the world to feel like a beautiful Autumn day, except for when the weather of 
the scene requires otherwise. I want the world to feel cozy, welcoming, and harmless. 

 

 



 
Sound 
Statement: I want there to be a vibrancy and buoyancy to the sound of the world. I also want a 
hint of feeling like a classic farce film or a classic cartoon. However, I want the world to still be 
believable, so using sounds that can actually be heard naturally. 

 



 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Pre-Blocking 
 
  



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 
 



 
 
 



 

 
 



 
 

 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Unit Breakdown  



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 

 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Ground Plan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 


